WHAT YOU’LL NEED
• Super Star cape template, assembled
• Star templates
• 1 yard dark fabric
• Straight pins
• Fabric scissors
• 1 to 2 colors of duct tape (or duct tape sheets)
• Parchment paper
• 1½” strip Velcro

HOW TO MAKE
1. Fold the fabric in half, then place the cape template onto the fabric, aligning the straight edge with the fold. Pin in position. Cut out the cape through both layers of fabric and unfold.

2. To make star stickers, tape strips of duct tape to parchment paper, overlapping the edges slightly. Flip over, then trace stars onto the parchment using the star templates (or draw them freehand). Cut them out, peel off the parchment, and press stickers onto the cape, pressing all points down firmly.

3. Glue the soft (loop) side of the velcro piece to the underside of the collar tab on one side, and glue the scratchy (hook) piece to the top of the collar on the other side. Let dry.
**STEP 1**
Assemble the pages as shown; tape them together and cut out.

**STEP 2**
Pin the template to the folded felt and cut through both layers.
Cut out each of the star shapes. Trace onto duct-tape stickers, remove backing, then place on cape.
Cut out each of the star shapes. Trace onto duct-tape stickers, remove backing, then place on cape.